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Drill music in the dock
A look at the use of drill music in criminal trials and a practical guide for defence
practitioners

Introduction
The recent Sewell report has, some might say deliberately and for political reasons,
sparked further exchanges between the perceived opposing sides in the so-called
‘culture wars’. This has sought to paint an overall picture of the treatment of
minorities in Britain which is it at odds with the lived experience of many.
To give a judicial summing-up style warning up front: ‘if we appear to express a view,
reject it unless it accords with your own’. The authors of this article are, at best, only
really placed to speak of the situation as it affects the Criminal Justice System. How
the dynamics and politics of race play out in our courtrooms up and down the
country. In these places, inequalities are laid bare on a daily basis in terms of the
proportional representation of the different ethnic groups.
The recent Sewell report at least acknowledges this imbalance:
“..people from ethnic minorities are overrepresented at many points of the criminal
justice system. The largest disparities appear at the point of stop and search and, as
the Lammy Review pointed out, at arrest, custodial sentencing and prison
population. Among ethnic minority groups, Black people are usually the most
overrepresented.1”
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The David Lammy Review2 came to a number of conclusions about the way people,
particularly young black men, are treated within the Criminal Justice System. One of
the many alarming statistics is that that whilst only 3% of the general population are
black, 12% of the adult prison population and a staggering 21% of the children in
prison are black3.
This article looks at the increasing use by prosecutors of music videos and lyrics as
evidence against defendants in criminal trials, considers the effects of this and offers
practical advice to those defending in such cases. We hope at the least that it is useful
in 2 respects: giving the completely uninitiated an idea of the cultural worth and
context of UK drill music and offering some practical advice to defence practitioners
dealing with cases where the prosecution seek to use this music against your client.
Drill - a (very) brief history
As with all modern popular music, UK drill has evolved from older, established
genres. It’s original ancestors are American: Rap and Hip Hop.
In the 1960s the success in the USA of bands such as the Beatles and the Rolling
Stones was described as the ‘British invasion’. This was notwithstanding the fact that
these bands were re-packaging music from American genres and re-selling them to
that audience. Yet it was that re-packaged and distinctive British sound which went
on to influence artists across the Atlantic for years to come. Much the same could be
said of punk; the New York Dolls were around before the Sex Pistols but it is very
much the English sound and culture which exploded and became so influential here
and in the US.
Something similar has happened with drill. The evolution of ‘drill’ as a sub-genre of
American Hip Hop is commonly placed by musical genealogists to Chicago in the
early 2010s. The most most commercially successful and well-known of these artists
was Chief Keef. The sound and lyrics were stark, graphic and violent. The birthplace
of UK drill meanwhile was undoubtedly London. Influenced by this Chicago sound
and content, and the already established and homegrown grime before it, the lyrics
are unmistakably British:
“In terms of culture, UK rap artists are generally first or second-generation Brits,
many of whom are West African and/or Afro-Caribbean. For this reason, the
accents and lingo that dominate both grime and drill are huge blends of pidgin
English and patois, sprinkled with British, Somali, and Arabic slang."4
With it’s ‘cold and sparse’ beats (we needn’t trouble the reader of this article with a
discussion about the use of sliding 808s and base lines), UK drill also differs
musically from it’s Chicago cousin. This repackaged and distinctively London sound
has now, ‘British invasion’ style, influenced American artists in Brooklyn, New York
to the extent of those artists seeking London producers for their output. But do we
2h

Ibid page 45
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hear many speak proudly of the influence this music has had across the pond? How
this small ‘do-it-yourself’ artistic output made by working-class kids in London has
‘broken America’?
Perhaps this quote best encapsulates the cultural space that UK drill has come from
and come to inhabit:
"The raw energy surrounding the original drill movement of Chicago has since
become the basis for artists from the streets of England to speak their truths with
stark honesty, causing a shift away from Grime as the dominant form of UK rap.
Drill music’s rise in England has also made London a hotbed for debates about
gang violence and its origins, with politicians pointing to drill as the problem while
activists and artists are quick to defend drill as only a symptom of the economic
oppression and racism responsible for the desperate conditions in London’s ends
[areas].”5
For those within the industry drill music is a ‘cultural expression born out of
oppression and strife, giving a voice to a section of society which for many years has
been rendered voiceless’6.
The Metropolitan police on the other hand have been vocal about links to violence
and in 2018 Cressida Dick blamed drill music for a spike in violence7. They have
pushed online platforms such as YouTube to remove videos.
The reader may be pondering why we have descended into a pseudo-musicohistorical discussion in an essay about the law. It is incongruous. That is somewhat
the point! The hope is that by speaking about the actual music and sound, more
people will hopefully come to realise that this kind of discussion actually has no place
in any legal discourse.
UK drill has genuine artistic merit. It has been influential on artists from the country
in which rap and hip hop was born. That is something to be proud of. It may not be
your cup of tea but that is a matter of preference. You may not be proud of it’s
success but a great many young people in this country and the US who themselves
have never committed any criminal offence do enjoy it and it is culturally part of
their identity. If all this music was intended for was perpetuating crime, then the way
it should be treated by the courts might be different. If it is only interested in
recruiting more young people into gangs, then why so much fuss over the particular
types of percussion and base used in the tracks? If not intended as a genuine
expression of one’s own life experience (i.e a symptom rather than a cause), why is it
important to rap using London accents and slang rather than simply imitating
American styles?

5
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On the other hand, taking a balanced view, some obvious acknowledgements have to
be made. The lyrics and the accompanying videos are deliberately provocative. They
are there to shock, containing graphic references to acts of violence and weapons.
Opposing gangs and the police are goaded. Videos show large groups making ’gang
signs’ and gun signals, wearing facial disguises, holding aggressive looking dogs. All
there to brag to the young and shock and scare the old. Dr Eithne Quinn – who
started the Prosecuting Rap project and has acted as an expert for the defence on
drill music in crown court cases, puts it this way:
“Drill strikes an insolent, provocative, self-stigmatising pose that police and
prosecutors have increasingly realised works well for them in courtrooms. But, of
course, rap lyrics and videos should not be taken at face value,”
I have seen defence practitioners or campaigners against the over-use of drill as
evidence using comparisons with other types of music to emphasise the unfairness.
Unfortunately they do not always employ the best examples to make their point.
Mick Jagger singing ‘I’ll stick my knife right down your throat baby’ was never
realistically going to be used against him in court because nobody ever suggested he
had stabbed somebody in the neck8. There are far better comparisons available both
historically and contemporaneously. For an historical example one need look no
further than punk. Iconoclastic and confrontational, this was a music and culture
created by, and intended for, young people. It was not intended that ‘old’ people
would be a receptive audience. It was a core purpose of the music to alienate, offend
and aggravate them. It was also an expression of frustration and rage at the status
quo. Lyrics, clothes and apparent behaviour were deliberately designed to shock.
Spitting, swearing on national television, provocative clothing. Anybody who lived
through those years in the late 1970s will no doubt recall the horror and disgust this
inspired amongst much of the public. People were genuinely frightened. Nowadays
people look back upon the behaviour of the protagonists mostly in jest. John Lydon
(AKA Johnny Rotten of the Sex Pistols) is more recently seen advertising butter on
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TV. The idea that anyone believed this music and culture placed the whole moral
fabric of society into grave peril now seems, well a bit silly.
But that is not to say that criticisms of the behaviour of the punks in the late 1970s
were always, by clapham omnibus standards, unjustified. Sid Vicious was repeatedly
hospitalised for intravenous drug use and possibly/probably stabbed his partner
Nancy Spungen to death in a hotel room. I think the point is this: had Sid ever faced
trial for Nancy’s murder (he died of a drug overdose before that could happen),
should a jury at his trial have been shown pictures of images of him wearing swastika
emblazoned t-shirts, swearing or spitting at his own fans?
The Clash’s 1977 ‘White Riot’ called literally and sincerely for disadvantaged white
people to commit the criminal offence of riot (on an unspecified future date!) and it’s
lyrics berate those people for being too scared of prison to do so.. ‘while we walk the
streets too chicken to even try it..!’. Joe Strummer and Mick Jones were reported to
have been present during one such civil disturbance which gave them the inspiration
for the song, though their own occasional claims to have fully participated are often
considered apocryphal. The reason they claimed to have taken a more active role in
various media interviews is unquestionably because it bolstered their image as punk
rebels and fed into the appeal of the music for those committed to the genre. If Mick
and Joe had stood trial for a public order offence shortly after the song’s release, you
can imagine their late-1970s white middle class barristers successfully arguing
(before a Judge who perhaps went to the same school as them) that the lyrics of
White Riot are simply art not real life, however genuine some of the sentiments may
seem, and that they have no place in a criminal courtroom. Fast-forward to 2014 and
see the way the young defendants in Lewis were treated (dealt with below).
A more recent example is the American singer ‘Marilyn Manson’ (real name Brian
Warner). With a stage name half-taken from the notorious and murderous cult
leader Charles Manson, his genre of ‘shock-rock’ deliberately employs sacrilegious
and satanic images in a country where Christianity is culturally fundamental. He, like
drill artists here, is a magnet for the opprobrium of large sections of the general
public. He too has faced allegations that his music has influenced violence and
murder. He was interviewed in Michael Moore's political documentary about gun
violence, Bowling for Columbine (2002), discussing possible motivations for the
1999 Columbine massacre, after media speculation that the shooters were avid fans
of Manson's music; he denied allegations that his music was a contributory factor.
Manson issued cease and desist orders to media outlets who wrongly blamed him for
the massacre. One journalist had erroneously reported the shooters were "wearing
Marilyn Manson makeup and t-shirts," although the reports soon proved to be
wrong. As a result of these accusations, Manson's career was seriously harmed: He
was shunned by many venue owners and received numerous death threats.
He personally, like Sid before him, now faces allegations of real-life disgraceful and
criminal behaviour: the emotional, physical and sexual abuse of several women with
whom he was in a relationship. A music video for his song ‘Running to the edge of
the world’, co-directed by Manson himself, depicts the vocalist performing the song
from behind a curtain before beating a woman until she either loses consciousness or
dies. Critics felt that the woman in the video resembled Manson's ex-girlfriend, Evan
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Rachel Wood (one of his current accusers), and condemned Manson for it’s portrayal
of violence against women.
It will be interesting to see whether, if 52 year-old Brian Warner (Manson) does face
criminal charges, prosecutors in the US seek to rely on that video to support their
prosecution.
Perhaps this is undue cynicism, but I feel somehow, if this were to take place in a UK
courtroom, prosecutors would find it easier to separate out life from art in this case
of a 52 year-old white man and come to the conclusion that Manson’s shocking video
holds far more in the way of unfair prejudice than probative value.
If you are sceptical of the claims that the over-use of drill in British courtrooms is
racist, perhaps these examples will give you cause to look at the issue differently.
The JUSTICE report conclusions
Many UK drill artists are young black men, though this is by no means exclusively
the case.
The JUSTICE group has recently published it’s report ‘Tackling Racial Injustice:
children and the youth justice system’. The committee are, according to their own
introduction: “Established in 1957 by a group of leading jurists, JUSTICE is an allparty law reform and human rights organisation working to strengthen the justice
system – administrative, civil, and criminal – in the United Kingdom. We are a
membership organisation, composed largely of legal professionals, ranging from law
students to the senior judiciary.” Also contributing were DCC Adrian Hanstock,
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NPPC Lead for Stop and Search, British Transport Police and Samantha Magness,
Head of Policy, Crown Prosecution Service.
So what did they have to say about the use of drill as evidence? In the preamble:
“Systemic racism has left Black culture repeatedly under attack in this country. One
of the most profound examples is the misuse of Drill music to secure convictions. We
recommend an overhaul in how this is used as evidence to ensure that it is always
relevant and deployed with objectivity.”
The Justice report criticises the approach of the courts in assuming this music is
biographical when it often is not9. The criticism is not merely reserved for the overuse of this evidence, but the way in which it is adduced:
“To support such evidence, the police have invested significant resources on
researching Drill videos and ‘translating’ their lyrics, so as to make them
understandable to the court. A unit within the MPS focuses on identifying Drill
music and analysing its contents. In 2018, the unit had compiled a database of
142

1,400 Drill videos. Officers from this unit then provide “expert” evidence in court
for the prosecution. In our view, the use of police officers as experts
amounts to no more than the prosecution calling itself to give evidence.
They have little understanding of the culture within which Drill is
created, and how it is made.”10
In terms of recommendations, the report reaches 3 firm conclusions:
i) That evidence of producing drill music or appearing in drill videos should not be
used as bad character evidence unless it can be shown to be relevant to the
specific crime
ii) That courts should be more rigorous in determining the relevance and
admissibility of drill due to the corrosive effect of portraying a genre of music so
closely connected to Black communities as innately illegal, dangerous and
problematic
iii)Drill should only be presented as expert evidence where it is indeed
indecipherable to a reasonable juror. That joint experts should genuinely
understand drill and its cultural context. Any report on the content should, where
possible, be agreed by both the defence and prosecution. This would allow for a
more objective assessment of the relevance of the evidence, and safeguard against
inappropriate extensions of what might be viewed as opinion evidence
Who knows how influential any of these recommendations will be. In the meantime,
if you are defending in a case where the prosecution are trying to put this in, what
should you do?

h ps://jus ce.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/ ipbook/46/book.html paragraph 2.50, page 40
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A practical guide for defence practitioners
This article looks at the following:
i. How is drill music introduced at trial?
ii. The case law
iii. So what do you do if you are defending?
i.

How is drill music introduced at trial?

Evidence that your client is in a gang or features in a drill track or video will
invariably be bad character evidence, i.e: ‘evidence of, or of a disposition towards,
misconduct on [the defendant’s] part’. It is trite to acknowledge falling within this
definition can be cautions11, suspicion of criminal involvement12 and importantly for
the purposes of this article it can obviously include membership of a violent or
criminal gang13.
The prosecution, assuming their application is competently drafted, will usually seek
to admit the evidence under s.101(1)(c) Criminal Justice Act 2003 (‘The Act’) as
important explanatory evidence or 101(1)(d) as having probative value in relation to
an important matter in issue between the parties. One of course always has to have in
mind s.101(1)(g) where the defendant has made an attack on another person14 and
also (f) where the defendant has created a false impression of his own character.
A particular case to note in this regard in the context of gang affiliation is R v Fender
[2018] EWCA Crim 2829, where the defendant who was on the Gang Violence
Matrix (GVM) stated in evidence ‘I don’t like gangs they make me quiver’.
As to applications under 101(1)(d), the 3 most commonly advanced examples of
matters in issue will be:
(i) Propensity
(ii)Whether the defendant has any innocent explanation
(iii)Any motive the defendant has to commit an offence
The purpose of admitting drill as evidence will most frequently be to demonstrate
membership of, or affiliation with, a gang15 and in so demonstrating, supporting the
prosecution in respect of one of the matters in issue mentioned above.
11 R v Woodhouse [2009] EWCA Crim 498
12 R v Suleman [2012] EWCA Crim 1569
13 R v Lewis [2014] EWCA Crim 48
14 Discussed further below
15 Saleem [2007] EWCA Crim 1923
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Your client’s alleged membership of a gang will not always be supported evidentially
by a gang-related conviction. He may not have a previous conviction, warning or
caution to his name yet still find himself on the GVM, a database or ‘intelligence tool’
deployed by the police to identify and risk-assess individuals – often children and
young adults – across London who are allegedly involved in ‘gang’ violence.
Manchester and other police areas have similar tools.
The GVM also deservedly comes in for heavy criticism in the JUSTICE report and
that of Amnesty before it16.
It may simply be based on the view of a particular police officer involved in
monitoring gangs.
There are two important matters here, first in order to be on the GVM there does not
need to be hard evidence that you are in a gang and a suspicion of association will
suffice, for example knowing someone who is in a gang. Second these officers are also
treated as experts when they introduce drill music as evidence of bad character
despite having no background or expertise in music, youth culture or the specifics of
drill music.
In the well known case of R v Myers17 the Privy Council confirmed that police officers
with special training and consideration experiences of the activities of criminal gangs
could give evidence on their culture, geographical gang locations and signs of gang
membership as experts. Many defence practitioners who have seen these ‘expert’
police officers give evidence will understand the JUSTICE view that this often seems
to amount to no more than the prosecution calling itself to give evidence.
Myers does not however provide carte blanche for prosecutors to wheel out any old
witness to tell the jury your client is in a gang. It does purport to offer safeguards to a
defendant.
The principles established or restated in the case are summarised below:
1) Have the requirements for expertise been properly established and the
ordinary rules about giving expert evidence observed?
2) The Pettman proposition needed cautious handling if it was not to
become a token excuse for admitting the inadmissible.
The Pettman principle arose where the evidence was relevant to proof of the
charge and the bad behaviour unavoidably came with it. It was necessary to
carefully scrutinise claims by prosecutors that evidence was necessary
to understand the case, or to discourage the jury from wondering about
context. It was only where the evidence truly added something, beyond mere
propensity, that the justification existed for overriding the normal prohibition on
proof of bad behaviour. Moreover, admissibility was subject to the power to
exclude under s.93.
3) The ambit of gang evidence would depend, in any particular case, on what
legitimate role it might have in helping the jury to resolve one or more issues
in the case

16 'Trapped in the matrix’ Amnesty interna onal 2018: h ps://www.amnesty.org.uk/ les/reports/

Trapped%20in%20the%20Matrix%20Amnesty%20report.pdf
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4) An expert was entitled to draw upon the general body of knowledge and
understanding in which he was an expert. However, an expert was not
immune from all inhibition on hearsay. It was therefore essential that such
a witness set out the sources on which he relied (paras 63-67)
5) The judge in each case had to look carefully at the overall effect of gang
evidence and reach a judgment under s.93 as to the balance between legitimate
probative value and unfair prejudicial effect. The defendant's ability to test that
evidence was highly relevant (para.72)
In respect of (1) above, any officer giving such evidence must have made:
‘a sufficient study, whether by formal training or through practical experience, to
assemble what can properly be regarded as a balanced body of specialised
knowledge which would not be available to the tribunal of fact. Care had to be
taken that simple anecdotal evidence was not permitted to assume the robe of
expertise. Compliance with the exacting standards required of an expert witness
could be difficult for a police officer who was effectively combining the duties of
active investigator with those of independent expert. When considering an
application to adduce the evidence of a police expert, it was incumbent upon a judge
to satisfy himself that those duties were recognised and discharged (paras 57-61).
As part of the duty of an expert witness to the court, a police officer tendering expert
evidence must make full disclosure of the nature of his material. His duty involves at
least the following:
1.
2.

He must set out his qualifications to give expert evidence, by training and
experience.
He must state not only his conclusions but also how he has arrived at them.
if they are based on his own observations or contacts with particular
◦
persons, he must say so;
if they are based on information provided by other officers he must
◦
show how it is collected and exchanged and, if recorded, how;
if they are based on informers, he must at least acknowledge that such
◦
is one source, although of course he need not name them.

See R v Hodges [2003] EWCA Crim 290:
‘It is particularly important that [a police expert] witness should fully understand
that once he is tendered as an expert he is not simply a part of the prosecution team,
but has a separate duty to the court to give independent evidence, whichever side it
may favour. In particular a police expert needs to be especially cautious of the duty
to state fully any material which weighs against any proposition which he is
advancing, as well as all the evidence on which he had based that proposition’
It is essential if you are defending to satisfy yourself that any proposed evidence is
Myers compliant. You cannot assume that it will be.
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ii.

The case law

This is a review of some of the relevant authorities involving drill music with some
headline points from a defence perspective.
R v Saleem [2007] EWCA Crim 1923
The defendant S and 3 others were convicted of s.18 GBH. S had been present during
an attack of the victim, along with the other defendants. S admitted presence but
denied any prior knowledge of or participation in the assault. Although S had taken
no part in the attack, it was alleged that he was party to a joint enterprise to inflict
serious bodily injuries on the victim with intent, and that he had gone along to
photograph what happened. On searching S's bedroom, the police found
photographs of victims of violent assaults on his computer, although there was
nothing to prove directly that S had taken them. The file for the photographs was last
accessed just a few days before the attack. It was alleged that S had taken those
photographs and that he had an interest in recording violent assaults. The police also
found rap lyrics that suggested that S had pre-planned a violent assault on the day of
the attack. This included the following lyrics:
"Im gon make history, 1stly dey gon call me mister an dey gon say I dissed ya, I hav
2 b carfull hu I talk 2 becos ur bird wil be da listner, 2ndly February 24th my birth
day im gon make it ur worst day, 3rdly do I have 2 have u layin in emergency 2
have dem stitch ya?"
These lyrics had been created 10 days before the attack which then followed. The
prosecution case was that these lyrics referred to an attack to take place on the
defendant’s birthday – 24th February.
The photographs and the rap lyrics were admitted as evidence, the trial judge ruling
that they were relevant to rebutting S's defence of innocent presence at the scene of
the attack. In summing up, the trial judge directed the jury that they should ignore
the photographs and rap lyrics if they did not find them of any assistance. The
defence complained on appeal about the inadequacy of that direction.
In dismissing the appeal, the court held that this was not evidence of propensity
although it was admissible under section 101(1)(d) as important in rebutting the
defence advanced by the defendant. It was important to follow the statutory scheme
under the Act in considering the admissibility of the evidence and the adequacy of
the summing up. The photographs and rap lyrics evidence were relevant to rebutting
the case of innocent presence put forward by S, however the rap lyrics were not
sufficiently connected in order "to do with the alleged facts of the offence"
under s.98 of the 2003 Act, as there was insufficient connection in time with the facts
of the offence due to the point in time they were written. The evidence did not go to
show propensity to commit the offence, but were relevant to showing that S's
presence at the attack was not innocent, given the interests shown by the
photographs and the rap lyrics. The court agreed that the trial judge should have
given the jury much more help than he did, but such a failure did not render the
conviction unsafe because it would have been clear to the jury that the photographs
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and rap lyrics evidence was relevant as it went to disprove innocent presence at the
attack.
Headline points for defence:
This is an example of a case where lyrics have been used to rebut an explanation of
innocent presence/involvement
If evidence does go in, be prepared to make submissions about the directions given
to the jury
The court in this case rejected the contention that these lyrics, created 10 days
before the attack, were sufficiently connected to be regarded as ‘to do with the facts
of the offence’. This may assist in rebutting arguments that evidence falls under
s.98 of the Act and therefore not bad character
R v Lewis [2014] EWCA Crim 48
In R v Lewis the conjoined appeals were heard of defendants convicted in 2 trials of
offences arising out of a serious incident of public disorder occurring at the time of
the widespread riots in England in August 2011.
This specific incident took place in Birmingham. At trial, the issues for the jury were,
broadly:
(i) whether the group had acted with a common purpose;
(ii) identification;
(iii) whether any of the appellants had been at the scene inadvertently or innocently;
(iv) whether any of the appellants had links, or access, to firearms.
In order to establish association, gang association, similar conduct as a gang, and
pro-firearm and anti-police tendencies, the Crown adduced bad character evidence
comprising videos featuring five of the appellants. The videos were said to suggest
that those appearing in them were members of, or were associated with, criminal or
street gangs.
The appeal was made on the basis that the trial judge should not have allowed this
evidence in as bad character. The court held that the judge had been right to admit
bad character evidence in the form of videos which suggested that certain of the
defendants were involved with gangs. The video evidence in the instant case was, in
principle, potentially relevant to each of the issues before the jury, and the police
officers had sufficient knowledge and experience to entitle them to give evidence of
the existence and operation of various gangs. In that respect, evidence which came
from the officers' own observations, from other cases in which they had been
involved, from what they had been told by current and former gang members, and
from discussions with colleagues was admissible.
In assessing whether the admission of such evidence would have an adverse effect on
the fairness of the trial, fairness to the prosecution, as well as to the defence, had to
be considered.
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The appeals were dismissed. Sir Leveson outlined four questions to be asked in these
cases:
(1) Is the evidence relevant to an important matter in issue between a defendant
and the prosecution?
(2) Is there proper evidence of the existence and nature of the gang or gangs?
(3) Does the evidence, if accepted, go to show the defendant was a member of or
associated with a gang or gangs which exhibited violence or hostility to the
police or with links with firearms?
(4) If the evidence is admitted, will it have such an adverse effect on the fairness
of the proceedings that it ought to be excluded?
Headline points for defence:
This case will usually feature in any prosecution skeleton argument to admit the
evidence.
Consider each of Leveson’s 4 questions carefully in the context of your case but
bear in mind that later authorities such as Awoyemi clarify that these questions do
not have be resolved in every case.
R v Adebola Alimi [2014] EWCA Crim 2412
In Alimi the 3 defendants were convicted of offences including possession of a
firearm with intent to endanger life after firing a gun in the direction of an unmarked
police vehicle in the Hackney area. They were allegedly members of a gang who had a
dispute with a rival gang in the area. Evidence of music videos with violent lyrics was
introduced as bad character. The judge ruled that a number of recordings of rap
lyrics could go before the jury as evidence of the defendants' involvement in gang
culture and membership of the CSR gang. In summing up, the judge told the jury
the rap lyrics were going before the jury for three reasons. First of all to provide
background evidence and explain why there were three cyclists in the street.
Secondly, to show that the defendants had a tendency to be involved in gangs, knives,
guns and violence. Thirdly, to rebut the innocent explanations put forward by Alimi
and Ikumelo for the presence of DNA or fingerprints belonging to them on the
bicycles.
Alimi appeared in one of these videos as a background extra, drinking and swaying to
music, and then in another video he is sat in a car whilst others in the videos count
out drugs. It was common ground that although he was an extra in these videos, he
does not personally deliver any lyrics at any point.
Counsel for the appellant also made the following points on behalf of her client:

-˚

- there was no evidence that the lyrics or the music were apparent at the time when
the videos were shot, as opposed to being dubbed in later
- He did not make any gang sign or wear any gang insignia or clothing.
- The appellant was simply appearing in the videos as an extra in a rap video film
made on an estate in the area where he grew up
- The speakers in the rap lyrics were his friends. The fact that he was friends with
Ikumelo and Miles is not evidence that he was implicated in gang activities with
those other two men
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The prosecution conceded on appeal that the application as against Alimi was not as
strong as for the other 2 defendants but maintained that it was proper and relied not
only upon gateway (d) in section 101 of the 2003 Act, but also upon gateway (c),
arguing that the rap lyrics demonstrate that there was a gang in the Southwold Road
area called CSR, that the gang was involved in violence and gun/crime, that there
was heightened tension in the period leading up to the offence.
In applying the 4-stage test set out by Sir Leveson in Lewis the answer to questions 3
- Does the evidence, if accepted, go to show the defendant was a member of or
associated with a gang or gangs which exhibited violence or hostility to the police or
with links with firearms? – the answer must have been no.
Further, in answer to the 4th question - will it have such an adverse effect on the
fairness of the proceedings that it ought to be excluded? The answer was yes. Nor did
the court consider that the prosecution's position could be saved by a reference to
gateway (c) and section 102.
The convictions were undisturbed for the co-defendants where the introduction of
lyrics was confirmed as proper. Alimi’s conviction was quashed in one of the few
reported cases where an appeal has been successful. This is important because it
gives the defence a possible line of argument where their client merely features in the
video – mere presence is not sufficient.
Headline points for defence:
A rare success on appeal for a defendant who features in a music video!
This case can be deployed to resist applications to adduce lyrics or videos where
your client is merely in the background
The argument that this was important explanatory evidence was also rejected
The court felt in this case that it would have such an effect on trial fairness that it
should have been excluded
R v Awoyemi [2016] Crim EWCA 668
Having just mentioned a rare success we turn now to one of the more depressing
judgments from a defence perspective.
This appeal was brought on the basis of lack of presence and that there was not a
proven link or conflict between the two gangs which meant the bad character
evidence was not relevant. Further that the judicial directions were inadequate. The
appeal was dismissed. The evidence of gang affiliation was relevant and admissible
on the facts of the case. The shooting, and the return visit to finish the job, “bore all
the hallmarks of gang-related violence”. The evidence of gang affiliation provided a
link between the appellants and a gang that gloried in violence and the use of
firearms, mourned murdered friends and threatened violent retribution for those
who crossed the gang. The prosecution could thereby establish a possible motive for
the shooting and an association with firearms and lethal violence. The evidence could
also negate innocent presence and association.
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D3's counsel John Coffey QC on appeal made a suggestion that certainly would find
favour with David Lammy, Amnesty International and JUSTICE, that prosecutors
were now seeking to adduce evidence of gang affiliation far too readily. It did not
however impress Hallett LJ, Blake J nor Andrews J in 2016. They did not agree that
trial judges were becoming too indulgent in that respect. In their experience, judges
were acutely conscious of the dangers of admitting gang affiliation evidence and took
great care to ensure that bad character evidence was admitted through the
appropriate gateway.
Perhaps the 2 most relevant paragraphs for our purposes are set out below:
Paragraph 33: The evidence was prejudicial but inevitably so and not unduly so. It
went far beyond simple membership of a gang, the love of RAP music, hyperbole or
appearance on a video. It indicated the extent to which the individuals concerned
had signed up to gang and gun culture.
Paragraph 35:
With respect to Mr Coffey, he has fallen into the same error as others have done,
which is to assume that Sir Brian Leveson in Lewis intended to lay down four
questions that must be asked in every case. He did not. He took the principles from
the statute and applied them to the facts of the case then before the court. He did not
purport to establish a rule that gang affiliation could only be admitted if it goes ‘to
show that the defendant was a member of or associated with a gang or gangs which
exhibited violence or hostility to the police or links with firearms’. If he had intended
to lay down a rule to that effect, the evidence in this case would still be admissible as
establishing a “link with firearms”.
Headline points for defence:
This case is bound to be a favourite for prosecutors
Your judge may find that the 4 questions in Lewis do all not require answering
One to be distinguished!
R v O [2010] EWCA Crim 2985
The appellant, 17 at the time of the offences, was convicted of possessing a firearm
with intent to endanger life. The prosecution case was that the appellant was in
possession of a firearm and ammunition on that occasion, with intent to endanger
life, that he was a member of a violent and territorial gang in south London and in
support of that contention at trial they relied inter alia upon a YouTube video which
showed the appellant rapping with many others and using words which were said to
relate to guns and gangs. The defence case so far as the YouTube video was
concerned was that this was an attempt to gain attention in the commercial music
market and the references to guns and violence were metaphorical.
WPC Haynes gave evidence relating to a music video recovered from the YouTube
website. She was a local police officer, with knowledge of the area and possible
insight as to street language but she was not put forward as an expert and she denied
being one herself. Despite this admission, she was permitted to give evidence that
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her understanding of the purpose of a gang making such a video and of posting it on
YouTube was to incite violence from one gang to another, and of her understanding
of certain phrases and lyrics in the video.
The application on behalf of the prosecution was to admit this as important
explanatory material under gateway (c). In his ruling, accepting the admissibility of
the video, the judge did not say in terms that he was accepting it under gateway (c). It
was plain from his directions that the video was left to the jury as a matter going to a
disposition or propensity of the appellant as a gang member to use gun violence.
The defence submitted on appeal, firstly, that the YouTube video should not have
been admitted at all, and secondly, even if it had been properly admitted, WPC
Haynes' comments on the lyrics were inadmissible as opinion evidence given by
someone who was not an expert.
To illustrate the general lack of understanding of the culture and music involved by
the judiciary I have selected this from paragraph 12: “[the appellant] was a big fan of
the rapper Cyprus Hills as indeed was everybody”. ‘Everybody’ evidentially did not
include any of the judges hearing the appeal. There is no such rapper called Cyprus
Hills, there is a Californian hip hop group by the name of Cypress Hill. They have
sold over 20 million albums worldwide according to Wikipedia.18
The court held that the judge was entitled to admit the video under gateway (d). It
may be that if the judge thought that he was admitting it under gateway (c), he did
not therefore appreciate that he would have to go on to consider, under section
101(3) , whether it appeared to the court that the admission of the evidence would
have such an effect on the fairness of the proceedings that the court ought not to
admit it. That subsection does not apply to important explanatory material under
gateway (c). They regarded the evidence as going to a propensity or disposition of the
appellant as a gang member, which was certainly an important matter in issue in the
case, and which was how the judge left it to the jury in his summing-up.
The judge did not appear to address fairness and s.101(3) but they considered that
‘prejudicial as such evidence necessarily is, it would not have such an adverse effect
on the fairness of the proceedings that the court ought not to admit it.’19
The evidence was relevant and they rejected the defence argument that the video,
being recorded 6 months previous, was too remote temporally from the events the
jury were considering.
They did agree (how could they not?!) that WPC Haynes' comments on the lyrics
were improperly admitted as the opinion evidence of a non expert. Though even
there, they considered that much of the evidence that she gave about the situation of
gangs in the locality and so forth was factual evidence not expert evidence which she
was thus permitted to give. Further, “It may even have been, if the ground had been
properly laid, that that local experience would have been sufficient for her to have
given evidence as a local expert”. Seeing as that groundwork had not been laid she
was not permitted to give opinion evidence. These areas where she trespassed into
inadmissible evidence did not affect the safety of the conviction on very strong
evidence.
18 When Mr Justice Jeremiah Harman famously claimed to be unaware of the existence of Bruce Springsteen in the 1980s and

later Oasis in the 1990s he was justifiably pilloried by the national press for being ‘out of touch’.
19 Para 24 R v O
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Headline points for defence:
Yet another reminder to check Myers and the expertise of the officer as it is often
too late to do so on appeal
This is a lesser known case and is now of some age. ‘Drill’ was not an acknowledged
genre when this was decided
R v Rashid [2019] EWCA Crim 2018
Defendants appealed against their convictions for firearms and weapons offences. 2
of the issues that the trial judge had been asked to consider were: the evidence of PC
Saban, an experienced officer who had dealt exclusively with Newham gangs for the
previous three-and-a-half years. Second, the admissibility of video evidence and PC
Saban's ability to interpret the lyrics of the music in the videos. Her conclusion was
that PC Saban (who gave evidence on a voir dire)"has all the qualifications of an
expert in the field of gangs. He studied the language used, offered interpretations;
and it was open to counsel to challenge his conclusions." Further that the evidence of
alleged gang membership fell within section 98 and section 101(1)(d).
The court held that there could be no criticism of the judge’s ruling in respect of PC
Saban’s ‘expertise’ and any challenge to it should have come from the defence in the
void dire.20
Paragraph 37:
“Second, in her ruling the judge identified the potential relevance of the bad
character evidence. It was capable of showing that the defendants were "members
or associated with gangs which exhibited violence or hostility and links with
firearms". It is clear from Lewis (paragraph 76 to 102) that bad character evidence
is admissibility to prove association between defendants and association with a
gang, as well as what is sometimes described as "pro-firearm" and "anti-police"
tendencies. Such evidence is admissible under section 101(1)(d) as being "relevant to
an important issue between the defendant and the prosecution”.”
They were however critical of her directions in the following ways:
(i) The judge did not focus on the relevance of the gang evidence and should have
directed the jury that they should not convict on this evidence alone
(ii) She should have taken time to discuss draft jury directions in advance of the
summing-up
(iii)This was a sensible case for a split summing up
(iv) It was also a case that required written directions on the law and a route to
verdict at the start of the summing-up
(v) If a prosecutor thinks that a particular direction should be given he should say so
rather than simply leaving it to the judge

20 para 36 R v Rashid
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(vi)The judge should have given a Turnbull direction as to the evidence of PC Saban
that KS was the person in a video clip sitting disguised in the rear of a car and
holding a shotgun.
Notwithstanding those criticisms of the directions, the convictions were safe.
Headline points for defence:
Yet another reminder of the importance of adequate directions should the evidence
be admitted into evidence
If an ‘expert’ officer gives evidence on a voir dire and you challenge his or her
expertise, you must cross examine them.
Summary
Having now briefly considered the conclusions of JUSTICE and others about the way
this evidence is being treated by the courts and having looked in more detail at the
main authorities, it would seem that the picture for defendants is unrelentingly
bleak. The clear theme amongst these cases is that this type of evidence is normally
admissible, and even where there is some issue with the route of admissibility or an
officer’s expertise, raising this on appeal is likely to be too late.
However there will often be points in those authorities which you can highlight to
distinguish or even support an argument for exclusion in your own cases.
The prosecution will usually try and introduce this evidence stock and barrel (an
inaptly chosen metaphor perhaps!). They will try to have videos played to the jury
and produce and interpret lyrics such as those set out below:
•
•
•

“skeng [knife] in my pocket, can't you see the bulge in my coat? Like Hollow
meets Blade, man-a-man got guns that'll sink down a boat (boat, boat)”21
“On your block with 4 man, 3 shanks one man's holding a gun"22
“Two swords, like Gillette, shave it, Sawn off shottys to get them sent off, Dish
out pellets, they spread like salt, If I shake, that's defo a headshot”23

There are no jury studies on the way this can be perceived by jurors, but you do not
need this research to see what effect all of this might have on your average juror.
Especially so if the only ‘expert’ they hear from is a police officer and they have little
information provided as to the genre and culture of drill music and music generally.
iv.

So what you do if you are defending?

21

h ps://genius.com/67-lets-lurk-lyrics

22

h ps://genius.com/410-4-door-coming-lyrics
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h ps://genius.com/Hitman-x-da-bark-it-o -lyrics
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It is tempting to throw your hands back and think that the weight of the law and the
system is against you. But there are ways that you can still make a difference for your
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client. Do not accept the admissibility of everything the prosecution want in as a fait
accompli.
Hold them to the Myers standard for the admissibility of expert evidence. Ask
yourself whether there are any other potential problems with the evidence they seek
to admit. You usually won’t hear about the successes enjoyed by the defence during a
trial in excluding or limiting such evidence. These successes do happen. In the
author’s own trial experience this year the prosecution were caused to abandon their
application to admit ‘gang evidence’ in a conspiracy to murder where there were
issues raised inter alia as to the lack of compliance with the rules for expert
witnesses. The quality of the evidence was also an issue that NW raised with the
prosecution.
Ask yourself what the issues in the case really are. For instance whether the case is
really to be regarded as sufficiently ‘gang related’. In another of NW’s trials this year
the prosecution unsuccessfully applied to adduce drill lyrics and accompanying
videos in a case which involved ‘car-jackings’. Even though all 3 defendants were said
to be part of the same gang, one of the offences was alleged to have involved a
firearm, and both offences took place in the area the gang was said to operate, the
judge refused to admit into evidence lyrics containing the following passage:
Skrrt, reverse, jump out on badness
And the driver jumps out too
He ain't tryna hear stories about the madness
We was on form, that's ultra attackin'
Run man down and just splash it
Crash up the ting and just slap it
Part of the problem was the lateness of the application but challenges were also made
on the lack of expert interpretation of the lyrics and of the fact that the offences were
not, despite some of the features outlined above, obviously ‘gang related’.
If it does go in as evidence, do the prosecution really need all of the lyrics in their
gory detail? Can you anticipate the way the wind is blowing and limit the damage by
agreement?
If the evidence is in, there is usually less of a concern about being timid in cross
examination. If the bad character evidence is going in and you do not have to worry
about gateways (f) or (g), sometimes the best form of defence is attack.
Acknowledging that it will not always be tactically sensible, consider challenging the
expert as to his or her competence, expertise or even, perhaps where you have little
to lose, his or her impartiality.
Officer, you hold yourself out as an expert witness yes?
You know that as such you are not simply a part of the prosecution team, but have
a separate duty to the court to give independent evidence, whichever side it may
favour?
How many cases have you given evidence in officer?
And in how many of those 50/100/150 cases have you given evidence for the
defence?
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You are/were employed by the police?
What safeguards do you use on yourself to ensure you remain truly impartial in
those circumstances?
And your expertise you say comes from working as a police officer dealing with
gangs in X area yes?
it is also based on watching videos on YouTube daily?
Anybody could watch these videos on YouTube?
Your conclusions are based partially on the GVM?
Have you read the JUSTICE/Amnesty reports/Lammy review?
The conclusions drawn about the GVM and use of this type of evidence in criminal
trials?
Have you altered your practices in any way since those reports were published?
How many courses have you undertaken in youth culture/language/history or
origins of drill music?
How many drill artists/producers/music industry professionals have you consulted
in preparing your report?
Apologies if this is all teaching your grandmother to suck eggs but you get the gist.
What about calling your own expert evidence?
There certainly are defence experts out there ready to assist in this situations.
Perhaps the most prominent is Dr Eithne Quinn. Research work on gangsta rap by
Dr Quinn has had a significant impact on the legal interpretation of lyrics. Dr Quinn
has acted as an expert witness in a number of criminal cases to demonstrate that
violent rap lyrics written by defendants cannot be taken as autobiographical
statements.
There is Dr Richard Bramwell, author of 2015’s UK Hip-Hop, Grime and the City:
The Aesthetics and Ethics of London's Rap Scenes, who has acted as a defence expert
witness in trials.
Abenaa Owusu-Bempah, an expert in criminal evidence at the London School of
Economics is another.
There are experts out there who can assist and perhaps redress the balance slightly.
Explore whether there are people in the music industry who may be able to assist and
provide evidence as to interpretation.
A word of caution in this regard. There is always a tactical decision to be made in
actually calling defence witnesses. Very often it is best to focus upon the prosecution
case and it’s failings rather than try to meet them blow for blow. Any headway you
make in cross examination of the prosecution expert may be diluted when
prosecution counsel has a pop at your own.
An anecdote from 2 members of our chambers illustrates this. In a case involving
gang affiliation and drill evidence, they called one such defence witness to give
evidence. This defence witness sought to use the celebrated and commercially
successful grime artist ‘Stormzy’ as an example of a person who’s lyrics may speak of
criminal acts but who has never actually been convicted of a crime. Cue a successful
non-defendant bad character application by the prosecution to adduce the criminal
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record of Michael Ebenezer Kwadjo Omari Owuo Jr. to correct a false impression
given by the expert!
But, with that word of caution in mind, there is no harm in instructing an expert,
considering their report, having a conference with them and making a decision about
service at that stage. There may well be ammunition for cross examination or it may
simply help you to understand your client’s position better.

A checklist
BEFORE THE JUDGE’S RULING ON EVIDENCE
Is the prosecution witness suitably qualified to give expert evidence?
Have they complied with the rules for expert witnesses?
Should you instruct your own expert?
How are they seeking to put the evidence in? s.101(1)(c)? (d)? s.98?
does it really meet the test for admission under those gateways?
What are the real issues in the case?
Does Alimi apply to your case?
If the evidence is bound to go in, how can you limit the damage? is any
agreement possible or can you persuade the court to edit out irrelevant
and particularly damaging lyrics or videos?
AFTER THE JUDGE’S RULING ON EVIDENCE
If the evidence is admitted, use cross examination of the prosecution
‘expert’ wisely
If your client gives evidence and the prosecution application has been
unsuccessful, tailor your usual advice to him about false impressions
and attacks on the character of others to include references to music,
lyrics and videos
Make submissions about the appropriate directions to be given the jury
v.

Where do we go from here?

Although there has been a largely positive reaction from within the legal world to the
JUSTICE report findings it is unlikely that there will be any dramatic change in the
approach of the courts in the near future. The Lammy review was similarly well
received in some quarters but has brought about little of substance in terms of
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reform. In light of the report, it is clear a change needs to take place but for now this
is an issue defence teams need to be aware of and ready to handle in reducing the
prejudicial impact on the defendant.
This debate is unlikely to go away until there is a change in the approach of the
courts towards prosecuting gang related offences or a change in the legislation on
bad character. With more concerns being highlighted around the discrimination
black men and women face within our Criminal Justice System the pressure to bring
about change is likely to increase but nobody will be holding their breath for now.
Perhaps the greatest shame of using music to ensure convictions against and blight
the futures of young people is that for those genuinely involved in gangs and
criminality but also in music, the music is a potential pathway out of that lifestyle.
One success story, 'Unknown T' was charged with murder in a joint enterprise case in
2019. The prosecution applied to adduce music-related evidence at his trial. They
were unsuccessful and he was acquitted. Nobody seems to be suggesting he is
involved in crime now as his music career continues to bear fruit.
In the week where drill celebrates it’s first UK no 1 record, ‘Body’ by Tion Wayne and
Russ Millions racking up 71,000 chart sales and 10.7m streams in the process, isn’t it
time we realised that music should be coming out of headphones and speakers not
coming out in serious court cases?

Congrats Tion and Russ. You don’t get to no 1 without striving to be better. Why can’t
we be better in the criminal justice system?
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